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Key points

 � Though investor anxiety given the strong rally YTD 
in global equities is understandable, historically, 
strong January-October returns have been followed 
by gains averaging 4.8% in November-December.

 � Central bank bond buying and an easing in 
trade tensions provides additional support for 
global equities. However, earnings clarity is key to 
sustaining attractive total returns in 2020. 

 � A weak US dollar may provide an earnings catalyst 
for US corporates moving through 2020. However, 
it should also signal a leadership shift away from US 
equities to non-US equities looking ahead. 

 � UK equities may be given an earnings catalyst post-
election as fiscal policy should ease as Brexit clarity 
emerges in 2020 providing opportunities in both 
Sterling and domestic UK equities. 

 � While risks have eased recently, caution is still 
warranted given the as yet unresolved money market 
issues in the US and the uncertain prospects around 
fiscal stimulus in the European Union in particular. 

Strong YTD returns tend to lead to continued strength

With global equities having risen nearly 7% in September-
October bringing total returns to over 20% through early-
November, investors are understandably anxious especially with 
memories of the market declines of 4Q2018 still fresh.

However, looking at the historical picture, rallies of more than 
15% through the first ten months of the year in global equities 
are not entirely rare with 2019 representing the tenth year of 
the 32 years since 1998 that global stocks have delivered such 
outsized returns.

Chart 1. Historically, strong returns from January-October 
mean strong November-December returns 

 

Sources: MSCI, Bloomberg Finance L.P. and UBP 
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Interestingly, of those previous nine years, in just one year – 2007 
– have the November to December returns meaningfully retraced 
the January to October gains, with global equities falling by 5.4% 
as the Global Financial Crisis of 2008-09 began to accelerate. 
In 1993, November-December returns flattened out to a 0.1% 
decline. However, apart from those two episodes, in seven of the 
nine times that markets have rallied 15% or more in the first ten 
months of the year, they have then gone on to average further 
gains of 4.8% in the final two months of the year (Chart 1).

Indeed, looking forward to the first three months of the 
subsequent year, markets tend to continue their rally absent a 
recession in the United States. Following the 1991 and 2007 
rallies, markets fell 8-10% in the first quarter of 1992 and 2008 as 
recession took hold in the American economy.

Chart 2. Market strength continues into the subsequent 
year as long as a US recession is avoided

 

Sources: MSCI, Bloomberg Finance L.P. and UBP 

However, of the remaining episodes, markets have seen positive 
returns in six of these at an average of 2.1%. Even in the episode 
producing a negative return, investors still saw only a modest 
0.8% drawdown in early-2018 (Chart 2).

Admittedly, the 2019 rally in global equities has relied more 
heavily on rising price-earnings (P/E) multiples rather than 
improving earnings expectations to drive the year-to-date returns. 
While further P/E re-ratings have indeed followed in previous 
November-December periods, at 18.5x forward earnings at end-
October, MSCI AC World multiples are the highest amongst our 
sample with the exception of 2017. 

It is worth remembering that in 2017 markets continued to deliver 
an additional 3.7% return through to year-end. Investors then 
saw more modest returns in early-2018, falling by 0.8% in the first 
quarter and setting the stage for a -8.9% total return for global 
equities in 2018.

Central banks / trade negotiators provide further support

With history supporting further gains in equities, October central 
bank action likewise becomes a tailwind for equity investors 
looking ahead. 

In response to instability in US money markets, the US Federal 
Reserve announced that it would expand its balance sheet (by 
buying short-term Treasury bills) at a pace of US$60 billion per 
month through to June 2020. Combined with the extra support it 
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provided in September and October and added to the European 
Central Bank’s announcement of a €20 billion per month bond 
buying programme and the pace is set to average nearly 
US$90 billion per month, faster than seen in its three previous 
quantitative easing programmes (Table 1).

Table 1. Central bank balance sheet expansion has been 
positive for equities in the post-crisis period

Bond  

Buying 

Period

Ave per 

month  

(US$ bn)

Chg in MSCI 

World  

P/E (x)

Chg in MSCI 

World EPS 

(%)

Chg in MSCI 

World  

(%) 

June 08– 

June 10
57.5 (0.4) (23.0) (25.7)

Nov 10–June 

11
64.9 (0.5) 15.8 11.5

Sep 12– 

Oct 14
64.7 2.8 7.4 30.2

Jan 15– 

Dec 18*
60.1 (2.0) 27.8 12.3

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and UBP  
* European Central bank QE programme  

** including Fed balance sheet expansion in Sep 2019 to address  
repo market instability and ECB bond buying programme

However, it is important to note that in the four previous episodes 
of central bank bond buying, earnings growth has been the key 
return driver for global equities. With 2020 earnings expectations 
likely looking overly optimistic and with equity valuations at their 
highest levels at the start of the central bank bond purchases, 
an earnings catalyst will be key to the equity total return picture 
moving into 2020.

Central bank support has come alongside what appears to be 
a growing likelihood of a ‘stage 1’ trade agreement between 
the United States and China. Should that agreement result in 
a removal of some tariffs imposed in September, the global 
economy may see a modest fillip in an otherwise slowing growth 
trajectory, providing additional macro support to earnings looking 
into 2020.

Chart 3. A US dollar peak may signal a leadership shift 
towards non-US equities 

Sources: MSCI, Bloomberg FinanceL.P. and UBP 

A weak USD may signal a shift to non-US equities

As Peter Kinsella, UBP’s global FX strategist highlights, the 
US dollar bull market has likely run its course as we enter 
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2020 (please see UBP Investment Outlook 2020 - The Global 
Economy at the Crossroads). Indeed, since 1995, long-cycle 
inflections in the US dollar exchange range have coincided with 
long-cycle under/outperformance of US equities relative to non-
US equities (Chart 3).

Indeed, with the UK general election scheduled for December 12th 
set to bring clarity to the Brexit process, investors may see this US 
dollar weakening story play out in real time in the months ahead. 

After years of painful political deadlock, hope is growing that a 
clear majority can be found to break the parliamentary deadlock 
that has dominated the Brexit debate since 2016. Indeed, if Boris 
Johnson wins the election, this should unleash an array of targeted 
fiscal measures in support of the UK economy. In this scenario, we 
expect a further strengthening in the British pound and a continued 
rally in domestically-oriented UK equities including the property 
sector which has lagged since the 2016 referendum.

Chart 4. Post-election clarity favours Sterling and domestic 
UK equities

Sources: MSCI, Bloomberg Finance L.P. and UBP 

Should fiscal momentum build in continental Europe in 2020, 
investors could similarly benefit from a small-cap, domestic focus 
against a backdrop of a strengthening Euro.

Liquidity risks remain moving into year-end

Though central banks are proactively attempting to avert the 
liquidity risks that began to emerge in September and October with 
the instability in US money markets, recent Fed and ECB action 
has eased the situation though not yet fully eliminated the risk 
(Chart 4).

Chart 5. Liquidity stress is easing but not yet eliminated

Sources: US Federal Reserve Board of Governors,  
Bloomberg Finance L.P. and UBP
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Disclaimer

This document is a marketing communication containing GENERAL INFORMATION on the financial services and/or financial instruments, and reflecting the sole opinion 
of Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA and/or any entity of the UBP Group (hereinafter “UBP”) as of the date of issue. It may contain generic recommendations but should not 
be deemed an offer nor a solicitation to buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, product, or financial instrument, make any investment, or participate in any particular trading 
strategy in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. 
This document is meant only to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes, in order to determine clients’ interest. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal 
document relating to any specific financial instrument, which may be obtained upon request free of charge from UBP or from the registered office of the fund concerned, 
where applicable. The opinions herein do not take into account individual clients’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. In this document UBP makes no representation as to 
the suitability or appropriateness, for any particular client, of the financial instruments or services described, nor as to their future performances. Clients who wish to obtain 
more information about any specific financial instruments can request it from UBP and/or their Relationship Manager. Where an investment is considered, the information 
on the risks linked to each financial instrument shall be provided in good time by separate means before the investment decision is taken. In any case, each client must 
make his/her own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and regarding the merits or suitability of any investment. Before 
entering into any transaction, clients are invited to carefully read the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are urged to 
seek professional advice from their financial, legal, accounting and tax advisors with regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and specific needs. This generic 
information is therefore not independent from the proprietary interests of UBP or connected parties, which may conflict with the client’s interests. UBP has policies governing 
cases of conflicts of interest. The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally 
speaking, products with a high degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real 
estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for clients who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The value of any capital investment may be at risk and 
some or all of the original capital may be lost. The investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Fluctuations in exchange rates 
may cause increases or decreases in the client’s returns and/or in the value of the portfolio. The client may be exposed to currency risks if a financial instrument or the 
underlying investment of a financial instrument is denominated in a currency different from the reference currency of the client’s portfolio or from the currency of his/her country 
of residence. For more information on risks, the brochure called “Characteristics and risks of certain financial operations” should be consulted. The information contained 
in this document is the result neither of financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Association’s “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” nor 
of independent investment research as per the EU’s regulation on MiFID provisions. In principle, EU regulation does not govern relationships entered into with UBP entities 
located outside the EU, including but not limited to Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA in Switzerland, which is subject to Swiss law and Swiss regulation, in Hong Kong, and in 
Singapore, and the subsidiary in Dubai. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on objective information and data obtained 
from reliable sources. However, UBP cannot guarantee that the information the Bank has gathered in good faith is accurate and complete. Circumstances may change and 
affect the data collected and the opinions expressed at the time of publication. Therefore information contained herein is subject to change at any time without prior notice. 
UBP makes no representations, provides no warranty and gives no undertaking, express or implied, regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein 
nor does it accept any liability whatsoever for any errors, omissions or misstatements in the document. UBP does not undertake to update this document or to correct any 
inaccuracies which may have become apparent after its publication. This document may refer to the past performance of financial instruments. Past performance is not a 
guide to current or future results. The value of financial instruments can fall as well as rise. All statements in this document, other than statements of past performance and 
historical fact, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements do not guarantee future performances. The financial projections included in this document do 
not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of current expectations and assumptions which may not happen as forecast. The 
actual performance, results, market value and prospects of a financial instrument may differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements 
in this document. The projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and other uncertainties that may adversely affect performance. 
UBP also disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Any performance data included in this 
document does not take into account fees, commissions, expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities, or any other costs, nor any taxes that may be 
levied. The tax treatment of any investment depends on the client’s individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. This document does not contain 
any tax advice issued by UBP and does not necessarily reflect the client’s individual circumstances. This document is confidential and is intended to be used only by the 
person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part. UBP specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, in whole 
or in part, without its written permission and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. This document is not intended for distribution in 
the US and/or to US Persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by UBP would be restricted. UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”). 

UK: UBP is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation 
by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA).

Dubai: This marketing material has been communicated by Union Bancaire Privée (Middle East) Limited, a company regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority 
(“DFSA”). It is intended for professional clients and/or market counterparties only and no other person should act upon it. The financial products or services to which this 
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